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 Curriculum Planning Template – Somerville Early Education 

Trajectory for Thematic Inquiry: Planning from the Big Idea 

Consult ELA Pacing & Curriculum Guides, Big Idea Guides, & Building Blocks Math Pacing Guide 

 

FAMILIES 

 

Antibias Education Goals and Outcomes  (Derman-Sparks, 2010, Teaching Tolerance) 

 

 Goal 1: Each child will demonstrate self-awareness, confidence, family pride, and positive social 
identities. 

 I know and like who I am and can talk about my family and myself and name some of my group 
identities. 

 I can talk about interesting and healthy ways that some people who share my group identities 
live their lives. 

 I know that all my group identities are part of me—but that I am always ALL me. 

 I can feel good about myself without being mean or making other people feel bad. 

 I see that the way my family and I do things is both the same as and different from how other 
people do things, and I am interested in both. 

 

 Goal 2: Each child will express comfort and joy with human diversity; accurate language for human 
differences; and deep, caring human connections. 

 I like being around people who are like me and different from me, and I can be friendly to 
everyone. 

 I can describe some ways that I am similar to and different from people who share my identities 
and those who have other identities. 

 I want to know about other people and how our lives and experiences are the same and 
different. 

 I know everyone has feelings, and I want to get along with people who are similar to and 
different from me. 

 I find it interesting that groups of people believe different things and live their daily lives in 
different ways. 
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Topic: Families   

                                       

Big Idea(s):   

 My family has a story that I can share.   

 I am part of a family.                                                  

 Families have similar and different 

traditions. 

 

 

Questions you might ask children:  

 Who is in your family? What do you call them (mom, mam, dad, daddy, papa, grandma, 

pops, abuela etc.)? 

 What do you like to do with your family (cook, travel, play games, hike)? 

 

 

Sample Planning Web: 

 

        

 

 

   

 

 

                                                                                   

 

               

                                                                                       

             

         

                                                                     

Family 

 

sort/classify: size, age, 

physical attributes 

names: what you call the people 

in your family 

animal families: squirrels, cats, dogs, 

backyard birds 

 

caring for: babies                       

grandparents, home 

 

traditions: clothing, food, events 

                                                                      

roles: what families member 

do in and out of the home 

stories: oral storytelling, dictation, STSA 
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A TRAJECTORY OF INQUIRY 

STARTING OUT AND SETTING THE STAGE  (Phase 1 – Beginning a Project) 

 

Surface prior knowledge. Set the Stage: 

 Invite children to bring in family photos. Look at them using: I see, I think, I wonder protocol. 

                I see 5 people in this photograph. 

                I think you are a sister. 

                I wonder why you are all wearing fancy clothes. 

 What do you call the members of your family?  

The information gathered can be used to make visual charts. Include actual 

family photos. 

 

 

Generate curiosity: Pose questions, read a high interest book, take a field trip 

 Read: The Family Book by Todd Parr.  

 Big Book: In The Yard by Dana Meachen Rau.  

 Big Book:  Mama Zooms by Jane Cowen- Fletcher.  

 Sing:  We Are a Family by Jack Hartman 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C7exGJQcRhk, 

Make connections to children’s lives 

 Generate conversations on all the different things you do with your family. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C7exGJQcRhk
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwj96tu7u8bkAhUEq1kKHYYbDqkQjRx6BAgBEAQ&url=https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/books/mama-zooms-by-jane-cowen-fletcher/&psig=AOvVaw04JEzrIm_i-altnBK88x4Z&ust=1568212100798457
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POSSIBLE FIELD SITES: 

 

 Familiar places your family goes in the 

community (playground, laundromat, 

library, grocery store, farmer’s market, 

community garden). 

 

 Somerville Council of Aging 

 

 

 

 

 

POSSIBLE EXPERTS: 

 

 Children’s families and friends (parents, 

grandparents, aunts, uncles & 

neighbors) 

 

 Teacher’s families and friends (parents, 

grandparents, aunts, uncles & 

neighbors) 

 

 

SURFACING KNOWLEDGE & QUESTIONS (Phase 1 – Beginning a Project) 

 

Generate KW (Know, Want to know) Chart: What do we know or think we know about ________ ? 

 Looking at family photos and generate questions/ I wonder statements. 

 What do we know about our family and the people in it? 

 Collect the information to piece together the stories of the families by sending home a 

questionnaire, interviewing families at breakfast, or inviting families in to share their stories. 

 

Expand Children’s Thinking 

So, now that we Know some information and have some ideas about _____, what should we investigate? 

It seems that you are curious about_______? 

Brainstorm a list of all the things the children Want know about _____. 

 

Possible Activities: 

If they are interested in ______________, then explore ____________ as an activity. 

 Food the family eats then create family recipe book. 

 Growing family then incorporate taking care of babies and the role of an older sibling 

or grandparent. 

Surfacing the individual identities of the families making up your classroom community, how they are alike 

and different (traditions, clothing, food, music). 
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EXPLORING AND LEARNING MORE  (Phase 2 – Developing a Project) 

Continue to add to knowledge base, add activities and experiences, field trip, find experts, plan class 

books, family engagement, etc. 

Possible Activities: 

 Family Portraits/Family Collage: For collaging, glue family photo to center of paper or canvas and 

offer various cut-outs from magazines for children to identify with their family and add to the space 

surrounding their family photo (cats, bikes, flowers, vegetables, a house, swings, local restaurant, 

Target). 

 Class book: Family photos and a drawing, share the story of the family (reference big idea) by 

sending home questionnaire for family to fill out in child’s home language or in person interviews 

during breakfast or invite family in to share story with child to class. 

 

Possible Culminating / Integrating Activities 

 Mystery Reader/ Chef: Schedule visits from child’s family or extension of family, Give the children 

clues Monday-Thursday about who the mystery guest will be on Friday. 

 Sharing with Peers: In small groups or whole group, the child will share the story of their family, 

specific elements that make them feel proud and excited to share. 

EXTENSIONS/COMPLETION (Phase 3 –Concluding & Preparing to Share a Project) 

Reflect on next steps, extensions of content, new directions. Phase  

 

Ideas for Sharing Learning/Work: 

 Creating documentation panels including the information gathered and various ways of connecting 

with families 

 Highlight and display the unique characteristics that each child/teacher and their families brings to 

the classroom community by having the class book accessible to children and their families (multiple 

copies). 

 

Possible Extensions: 

 Our families are a part of a greater community- Somerville. Read the story Windows by Julia Denos 

and E.B. Goodale that illustrates what a night time neighborhood walk through Somerville may look 

like for some children.  This can also tie into seasonal changes and how we adapt to shorter and 

darker day. 
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 Animal families (squirrels, cats, dogs, backyard birds) 

 

 

Content and 

Room Areas 

    Activities Connected to Big Idea 

Blocks 

 

 

Props/Provocations: 

● Tape family photos to unit blocks. 

● Display photos in the block area of local places where families from your classroom 

gather to generate conversations amongst peers while they work. 

Extension: Photographs of houses and homes focusing still on the story of the child 

and their family. 

 

Library/ 

Read Aloud 

(EP1:OLCD) 

 

 

Books: 

 Who’s in my Family? All About Our families by Robbie H. Harris 

 Two Homes by Claire Masurel 

 Momma, Mama and Me by Lesley Newman 

 Mixed Me by Taye Diggs 

 One Family by George Shannon (Counting Book) 

 Families in Many Cultures by Heather Adamson 

 

Song Charts/Poems 

 We Are a Family by Jack Hartman 
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Dramatic 

Play 

(EP1:OLCD) 
Vocabulary & 

Concept 

Development 

 

 

Generate play props and themes with children: 

 

 Home living (food, babies, framed photos, dress up clothes) 

 Take out menus from local restaurants, utensils familiar to children and their 

families, art decor and fabrics, plants and window décor. (Adjust dramatic play as 

more information collects about families from families. 

Art 

 

 

Group and Individual Projects: 

 

 Family Portraits/ Collages 

 Class Family Book- stories along with photographs and drawings. 

 

Writing 

Center 

(EP2:FMDW) 

(EP4:PPA) 

 

Family Vocabulary: mom, dad, grandmother, grandfather, papa, mommy, abuela, sister, 

baby, tía etc.  

Family Photos framed and displayed on shelf or wall. 

 

Family Story Starter Basket: a basket with a collection of images of family members and 

things they do (cooking, playing, watching V, sports, reading etc.) Children can choose 

some items from the basket and tell a story which the teacher can write down.   

 

Story Stones:  secure photographs of children and 

their families, as well as familiar images from 

magazines and stickers to smooth stones.  

Children can sort them, engage in imaginary talk and 

tell stories teachers can write down.  
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Sensory 

 

Sensory Table: 

 Wash babies (see baby unit) 

 Family sensory bin: sort photos and match to children’s family strips or put objects 

(baby toy, car, target gift card, dog/cat figurine, pretend food) and have children 

sort based on what they know about children’s families. 

 

Math   
 How many people are in your family? Make comparisons.  

 Are you the oldest, middle, youngest or only child in your family? (First born, 

second born, third born... ordinal numbers). 

 Create Venn diagram on floor with hula-hoops and have children place their family 

photo on one side if their family likes to dance or on the other side if their family 

like to cook or in the middle if their family enjoys both activities. Activities can 

change based on whatever is interesting to the group. 

 
Family Places Scene: Generate a family scene that is meaningful to the children in the 

class. This can be a picture of a yard, a room in a home or a place a family regularly 

visits such as the grocery store.  To the scene add dice and props, such toy people, 

food and furniture. Children roll the dice and add that many to the scene.  
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Differentiati

on/ 

Extensions 

 Create a side by side visual chart with a photo and name of family members that 

represent the dominant cultures and languages in your classroom.  

mom – mama         dad – papa           sister - hermana 

 Family Recipe Book- Each family brings in a family recipe and shares one 

ingredient with class (see, touch, smell, taste). At the end of everyone sharing, host 

a potluck for families to share the full meals. 

 Celebration of Light- How does your family use light during winter solstice? 

 How does your family say, “I love you?” Reference the book Love by Matt de la 

Peña. 

 

 

 


